EXPLORERS for the Global Goals

EKANI EMPATHY
What a thoughtful explorer Ekani Empathy is. He uses his incredibly sensitive nose to understand how others are feeling, so that he can do whatever it takes to help them.

He listens carefully with his magnificent ears to understand their challenges. Then he rolls up his sleeves and digs deep into his experiences and learning to see how he can help.

Look at his special shoes — they’re odd. They remind him to ‘walk in someone else’s shoes’ and imagine what they would feel in a situation.

He remembers to tread lightly on our world, leaving only gentle footprints. His odd shoes help him to walk the paths of the world, comforting those who need a helping hand and to find their way.

Warm and loving, he thinks of others and wraps them up in his wonderful tail to help them fulfil their basic needs of Food, Water, Sleep, Warmth/Shelter, Oxygen and Love.

He understands that reaching goals can sometimes be a challenge for people, so he carries a special map with him. He helps others to choose the right path and overcome obstacles. He shares his skills and knowledge to support them. His ideas and words can make people happy and feel safe, and that makes him smile.
Claudie Curiosity loves investigating the world around her. She scurries around the globe, discovering new ideas everywhere she goes.

Her pincer is a curious shape — a C. It reminds her to always be curious and keep searching for answers to her questions.

Check out her ‘Wonder’ backpack! It powers her adventures and contains all the wonderful ideas, knowledge and learnings she’s found as she moves through the world meeting children. It reminds her of the Global Goals we are all working towards.

She uses all of her five senses to explore the world around her and catches everything she discovers in her magnificent net. She studies them to see what they can tell her and uses the ideas to take care of the planet and its people.

Her compass reminds her of her goals and where she is heading. It helps her to make the right choices as she dreams big.

Caring Claudie knows that although she is only small, her curiosity can power big changes in the world around her.
Cassia Communication helps to connect the people of the world. She shares their stories and messages so that we can all work together. She’s a brave adventurer and her Global Goals head torch clearly lights the way on her path into the unknown.

What amazing ears she has! She uses them to listen carefully to what people are saying, so she can understand what they need and what she can do to help.

Sometimes she meets an obstacle stopping her from getting her message across, so Cassia’s ears remind her that we might need to go over, under, around or through it to reach our goals. She’ll do whatever it takes and loves the challenge!

She carries a special globe. It holds ‘Messages to our world’ from its children — letters, songs and ideas. She loves sharing them with others as she leaps across countries.

The contents of her toolbox help her to build friendly walls and paths which link us together and help us to communicate better. Cassia is a keen climber. She uses her string of hearts to climb to the top of mountains and down to the widest oceans, and with a clear call she sings out our messages so all can hear.
A true explorer, Crawford Creativity zooms around the world on a mission of discovery. Being so high up he has a fantastic bird’s-eye view of the world below. This gives him a great understanding of the challenges we have and how we can work together towards the Global Goals.

His most treasured possession is his jar of ideas, discovered in different countries across the world. Their different shapes and colours are dazzling and when he puts them together in different ways, new creative ideas are formed. He loves adding new ideas from all of the children he meets. Look at the wonderful ideas he is growing to help nature, our community and show love.

Look at his tail. It’s woven by the children of the world from their love hearts.

Crawford’s special tool belt powers his creativity. With paints and pencils he shows how he can create a better world. With his golden ‘unity feather’ he paints the world to bring us all together.

Crawford Creativity knows that the best ideas can develop when we work together, ask questions and spark ideas. He stores drawings, voices and letters from the children he meets in the patterns of his wings. Their beauty helps him fly high and carries him across the world. He spreads their colours out wide as he soars, sharing the creativity with the world below and wrapping it in love.
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PARKER
THE PROBLEM SOLVER
Parker the Problem Solver loves to explore challenges.

Her amazing glasses help her to examine things in great detail. She analyses the information she finds as she travels the world, making links and connections.

Parker knows that the knowledge she has learnt can really help her to solve problems in the future, so she pegs all the ideas from the children she meets on her skirt. They will help us all to reach our Global Goals.

Her incredible spotted markings are always changing. Every time she solves a problem another marking develops as her knowledge grows. Some problems are big and tricky to figure out, but as her markings change and she grows, she will solve even more.

She’s big and strong, ready to get to grips with problems and questions. However, she knows that sometimes it’s much better to work together to find a solution — so Parker carries her buzzy bee friend with her. Bee reminds her to look at challenges from other people’s point of view, especially those who may be more vulnerable than she is, and to ‘Bee kind’. This helps her to find the best answers for everyone. She never forgets her community.

Parker uses her unusual gadget tool to unlock solutions to people’s needs. She makes unexpected connections to grow new ideas.